DHH.si exceeds 68.000 total registered domains and gets included on the list of
top 100 registrars of .eu domains by EURid
Milan, 11 February 2021. DHH S.p.A. (“DHH”) (DHH.MI | WDHH21.MI) (ISIN shares
IT0005203622 | ISIN warrants IT0005203689), the cloud computing provider of Southeast Europe,
announces that DHH.si, the Slovenian subsidiary – leading provider in Slovenia managing three brands,
Domenca, Domovanje and Si-Shell – has exceeded 68.000 total registered domains in January and
became listed on the Top 100 list of all EURid registrars with 5.500+ total registered .eu domains,
which equals 41,79% market share in Slovenia (official EURid data).
EURid is the registry of the .eu, .ею (Cyrillic script) and .ευ (Greek script) country code top-level
domain names by appointment of the European Commission. Since 2005, EURid has been entrusted
to provide registry services in all EU languages.
According to ARNES, the Academic and Research Network of Slovenia (registry for .si domains),
DHH.si has a 30% market share and over 42.000 registered .si domains.
Tomaž Koštial, CEO of DHH.si, comments: “We are very satisfied to have reached this milestone and very
motivated to grow even faster in 2021. All the work done both on the marketing side and on the technical side with the
launch of new services, has given its results and strongly motivates us for the coming months.”
***
About DHH S.p.A.
Established in July 2015 and located in Milan, DHH SpA (“DHH”) is a tech-group that provides the
“virtual infrastructure” to run websites, apps, e-commerces and software as a service solutions to
100.000+ customers across Southeast Europe (the so-called “Adriatic Sea area”), a geographic area
where expected growth rates are higher thanks to current lower digital penetration.
DHH is listed on AIM Italia, a Multilateral Trading Facility regulated by Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and
registered as an SME Growth Market.
For more information please visit: www.dhh.international
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